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Free-Electron Tomography of Few-Cycle Optical Waveforms

Yuya Morimoto,* Bo-Han Chen, and Peter Baum*

Ultrashort light pulses are ubiquitous in modern research but the
electromagnetic field of the optical cycles is usually not easy to obtain as a
function of time. Field-resolved pulse characterization requires either a
nonlinear-optical process or auxiliary sampling pulses that are shorter than
the waveform under investigation and pulse metrology without at least one of
these two prerequisites is often thought to be impossible. Here is reported
how the optical field cycles of laser pulses can be characterized with
field-linear sensitivity and no ultrashort probe events. A free-space electron
beam is let to cross with the waveform of interest. Randomly arriving
electrons interact by means of their elementary charge with the optical
waveform in a linear-optical way and reveal the optical cycles as the turning
points in a time-integrated deflection histogram. The sensitivity is only limited
by the electron-beam emittance and can reach the level of thermal radiation
and vacuum fluctuations. Besides overturning a common belief in optical
pulse metrology, the idea also provides practical perspectives for in situ
characterization and optimization of optical waveforms in higher-harmonics
experiments, ultrafast transmission electron microscopes, laser-driven
particle accelerators, free-electron lasers, or generally any experiments with
waveform-controlled laser pulses in a vacuum environment.

1. Introduction

Ultrashort light pulses with a controlled electromagnetic wave-
form are central tomodern research, because such pulses provide
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access to the time-dependent response
of complex materials on the level of
a single cycle of light with a time res-
olution of attoseconds or less.[1,2] For
example, few-cycle pulses can control
chemical reactions[3] and photoioniza-
tion processes,[4] produce high-order
harmonic radiation,[5–9] trigger electron
emission from nanostructures,[10–12]

shape free-electron beams into attosec-
ond pulses,[13,14] steer and visualize
field-induced currents in complex
materials,[15–17] and accelerate particles
with laser light.[18,19] Also, a substantial
amount of energy can be concentrated
into a subcycle time interval, providing
unprecedented field strengths and inten-
sities for rapid material processing or
high-field experiments.[18,19]

Essential for almost all such exper-
iments with few-cycle light is a pro-
found knowledge of the electromagnetic
waveform in space and time, in order
to relate the measured observables to
the forces that produce them. It is a

common belief in optics that almost any pulse characteri-
zation method requires either a nonlinear-optical process or
a probe pulse of even shorter duration than the pulse to
be determined, or both. For example, pulse characterization
techniques like intensity autocorrelation,[20] frequency-resolved
optical gating,[21,22] spectral phase interferometry for direct
electric-field reconstruction,[23] or dispersion-scan[24] rely on a
nonlinear-optical effect such as second-harmonic generation,
difference frequency mixing, higher-order harmonic genera-
tion, or optical-parametric conversion. Methods like electro-optic
sampling,[25,26] photoelectron streaking,[27,28] petahertz nonlin-
ear optical mixing,[29] all-optical cathode-ray oscilloscopes,[30–34]

or direct-current metrology in optoelectronic device[35,36] are all
based on test pulses or controllable events that are as short or
shorter than the field cycles of interest. Linear-optical methods
only provide relative quantities with respect to reference light, for
example, with spectral interferometry.[37,38] Consequently, it is a
widespread notion in ultrafast optics that a purely linear charac-
terization of the electromagnetic field of a light wave with long
probe pulses may be impossible, or at least unrealistic.

2. Free-Electron Tomography of Optical Waveforms

Here, we show how an optical waveform can be determined by
neither using a nonlinear interaction nor an ultrashort sampling
process. The idea is based on the use of free electrons instead of
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Figure 1. Concept and experiment for the linear-optical electron tomography of few-cycle waveforms. a) An electron beam (0.5 ps full width at half max-
imum (FWHM), a few electrons per pulse) with a kinetic energy of 70 keV (blue) intersects with an unknown few-cycle waveform (red) at a freestanding
aluminum mirror (gray, ≈20% electron transmittance). A Ge window is used for dispersion control. Depending on their random arrival time, beam
electrons are accelerated sideways by the electric field cycles of the unknown waveform. b) A time-integrating detector placed 1.3 m away from the mirror
resolves a deflection histogram. Left panel, raw data; right panel, 1D profile. c) Special turning points and cutoffs (dotted lines) reveal the field cycles
without the need for time resolution. Left panel, histogram of field cycles. In right panel, the reconstructed waveform (red) agrees with electro-optic
sampling data (gray).

photons or bound electrons as a probe. As elementary particles
in free space, beam electrons are directly and immediately accel-
erated in the electric field of laser light via the Lorentz force and
therefore offer a linear-optical and instantaneous response to the
optical waveform.[13,14,31,33,34,39–47] Figure 1a depicts our approach.
The unknown optical waveform (red) and an electron beam (blue)
interact with each other in an angled geometry in which the
electric field of the waveform accelerates the electrons in a side-
ways direction. Amodulation element (black), for example, amir-
ror, provides momentum and energy conservation.[14,45,48–50] The
temporally long electron beam continuously covers the entire op-
tical waveform in time, and a time-integrating detector therefore
records an incoherent accumulation of deflections in form of a
histogram of the field cycles. The electron beam does not have
to be pulsed. It can be a continuous beam, provided that enough
electrons randomly coincide in time with the optical waveform
within a realistic integration time.
Mathematically, we describe the physics of free-electron

deflection in a similar way as in attosecond photoelectron
streaking.[51,52] When we approximate the electrons as point par-
ticles with a substantial fraction of the speed of light, the sideways
deflection induced by a p-polarized plane-wave field is expressed
as (see Appendix A, Supporting Information)

Δpx
(
x, t0

)
= eCAin

(
t0 + 𝜏VM (x)

)
(1)

where Ain(t) is the temporal part of the vector potential of the in-
cident field, the same quantity that is obtained by photoelectron
streaking.[27,28] e is the elementary charge, t0 is the arrival time
of the electron on the foil at x = 0, and 𝜏VM(x) is the delay due
to the electron-laser velocity mismatch.[43,45] The constant C is a
dimensionless coupling coefficient that depends on the angles
of the experiment.[43,45] Quantum-mechanically, the electrons in
our beam are wave packets extended in space x and time z∕ve − t,
and the interaction with the light field is described by modula-
tions of the phase of the de Broglie wave.[50,53–56] The quantum-

coherent streaking at the mirror is

Δpx,QM
(
x, z − vet, t0

)
= eC′Ain

(
z
ve

− t + t0 + 𝜏VM (x)
)

(2)

where C′ is a dimensionless constant that is determined by the
details of the streaking mechanism (see Appendix B, Supporting
Information).
Both pictures show that high-energy beam electrons are de-

flected by the cycles of an optical waveform as a function of their
arrival time in a very similar way as the bound electrons of an
atom when ionized by attosecond high-energy photons under
presence of an optical field.[57] However, by replacing the bound
electrons with the swift free electrons in a beam, by substitut-
ing the atomic core with our macroscopic mirror membrane, we
obtain an instantaneous and field-linear light–electron interac-
tion without the need for an ultrashort probe event (i.e., attosec-
ond ionization). The time resolution of our waveform sampling
is limited only by the time it takes for a beam electron to pass
though the membrane, which is less than 0.3 fs in this experi-
ment.

3. Experiment and Results

In the experiment, the few-cycle laser pulses centered at 6.9 μm
(50 kHz repetition rate) to be measured are produced by opti-
cal parametric amplification[58] and focused under p-polarization
onto a 20 nm thick aluminum foil coated on a freestanding 20
nm thick silicon nitride membrane (0.5 × 0.5 mm2). The carrier-
envelope phase (𝜑CE) of the few-cycle pulse is passively stable to
better than 200 mrad (rms) h−1[57] and can be shifted continu-
ously under preservation of all other pulse parameters by sim-
ply changing the relative delay between the seed pulses and the
pump pulses in our optical parametric amplifier.[8] The estimated
peak field strength in the optical focus is 0.4 V nm−1. An elec-
tron beam is generated at a kinetic energy of 70 keV and a ve-
locity of 0.5c by laser-triggered photoemission and subsequent
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electrostatic acceleration.[46] The diameter of the collimated elec-
tron beam (100 μm, flat top shape) is smaller than the diame-
ter of the laser focus (≈400 μm, 1/e2) in order to measure a lo-
cal field. The duration of the electron pulses is ≈500 fs, much
longer than the optical pulses, and the entire optical waveform of
interest is therefore covered with electrons at a nearly constant
rate. A continuous electron beam would work as well, provided
that a sufficient number of electrons randomly fall into the time
range of the optical pulses within the experimental integration
time.
Figure 1b depicts a typicalmeasurement result. The direct elec-

tron beam initially hits the screen at x = y = 0, but in presence
of the optical field, it is elongated into a line shape along the x-
axis. This streaking direction is parallel to the electric field vec-
tor of the optical waveform, and the magnitude of deflection is
directly proportional to the electromagnetic field strength (Fig-
ure S1, Supporting Information). The electrons around x = 0
are not helpful for waveform reconstruction (see below) and can
thus be blocked. Figure 1b is deflection data in which 𝜑CE was ad-
justed to give the largest deflection toward +x. Interestingly, the
measured pattern shows several special points where there are ei-
thermaximum intensities (for example, atPpos andPneg) or where
there are abrupt, stepwise intensity decreases (cutoffs). The dot-
ted lines mark four such special points at −1.2, −0.6, +0.7, and
+1.4 mrad. Note that the measured pattern is highly asymmet-
ric: all cutoffs and also the four accumulation points do not have
the corresponding points at opposite x; for example, Ppos is at
1.2 mrad and Pneg at −1.0 mrad. The right panel of Figure 1b
shows an integration along the y-axis into which no streaking is
induced.We see again the asymmetric peaks Ppos and Pneg as well
as the four cutoffs of the deflection signal (dotted lines).
Given the linear relation of beam deflection to the optical wave-

form according to Equations (1) and (2), electrons accumulate on
the detector mainly at such deflection angles where the optical
waveform has a turning point, that is, an approximately constant
field as a function of time. In other words, each local maximum
or minimum of the waveform produces a cutoff in the streaking
pattern at a deflection value given by the local peak field strength.
The measured four cutoff points (dotted lines) therefore reveal
that the optical waveform is a few-cycle pulse with two particu-
lar field crests in positive direction and two particular field crests
in negative direction. The intensity of Pneg is 2.1 times higher
than Ppos, suggesting that Pneg is induced by two temporally sep-
arated negative peaks of the optical waveform. We therefore con-
clude, so far without any numerical analysis, on a cosine-shaped
waveform that consists of one positivemaximum and two similar
negative extrema at adjacent times. Although the precise timing
of the field cycles is not yet determined, we see that the qualita-
tive nature of an optical waveform including its carrier-envelope
phase and sequence of cycles can be deduced.
In order to confirm this assessment, we plot in the right panel

of Figure 1c the results of an electro-optical sampling measure-
ment of our pulses.[8,58] In order to account for the sampling of a
Ain(t) in our experiment [see Equations (1) and (2)], we adjust the
carrier-envelope phase to give a cosine-shaped waveform. The re-
sult is shown in Figure 1c as a gray line. Indeed, the optical wave-
form with its asymmetric shape has a complex series of field cy-
cles at the positions and field strengths that have been deduced
(dotted lines).

3.1. Waveform Reconstruction

A simple procedure allows to reconstruct a waveform from
the experimental raw data. In most optical experiments, the
spectrum S(𝜔) of the unknown field can be measured accurately
with a spectrometer. For example, Figure 2e shows the spec-
trum of our laser pulses as obtained with Fourier-transform
spectrometry. Using S(𝜔) and an arbitrary spectral phase 𝜑(𝜔),
the time-domain waveform can be expressed as

Ain (t) = Re

[
+∞
∫
0

√
S (𝜔)

𝜔
ei𝜑(𝜔)d𝜔

]
(3)

where 𝜔 is the angular frequency. Commonly, the spectral phase
is Taylor-expanded around a central frequency 𝜔0 according to

𝜑 (𝜔) = 𝜑CE + 𝜑GD

(
𝜔 − 𝜔0

)
+

𝜑GDD

2

(
𝜔 − 𝜔0

)2
+

𝜑TOD

6

(
𝜔 − 𝜔0

)3 +⋯ (4)

Thewaveform is then determined by the three leading parame-
ters𝜑CE (the carrier-envelope phase, CEP),𝜑GDD (the group delay
dispersion, GDD), and 𝜑TOD (the third-order dispersion, TOD).
𝜑GD describes a group delay and only shifts the entire waveform
in time. More coefficients are typically not significant for few-
cycle pulses but can be incorporated if required. We now retrieve
the optical waveform from a single deflection histogramby fitting
Equations (1), (3), and (4) to the measurement results. We note
that a retrieval of Ain(t) is, in principle, possible without the use
of the optical spectrum, but at least 𝜔0 has to be given in order
to map the reconstructed waveform crests to timing information
via the cycle period; we recall that all of our data are taken without
scanning a delay time. There remains only an ambiguity in sign,
to be resolved as described below.
In the measured data of Figure 1b, a cosine-like waveform has

been set up in our pulse source[58] by simply maximizing the
highest positive deflection (Ppos). Therefore, we assume 𝜑CE = 0
and only optimize the two remaining parameters 𝜑GDD and 𝜑TOD
via a least square fitting algorithm to the observed deflection
signal of Figure 1b. The green curve in Figure 1b and the red
squares in Figure 1c show the fitting result and the retrieved
field-cycle histogram, respectively. The red curve in Figure 1d
shows the reconstructed waveform. We see that it is nearly iden-
tical to the waveform obtained by the electro-optical sampling ref-
erence (gray) except small details at weaker cycles. Also, the re-
constructed waveform corresponds well to the direct guess of the
peak amplitudes from the raw data alone (dotted lines).

3.2. Tomography Scans

In order to test the robustness and universality of our procedure,
and to remove the time-axis ambiguity, we now scan the carrier-
envelope phase (𝜑CE) of the laser waveform and record a series
of static, not-time-resolved electron deflection histograms as a
function of 𝜑CE. Figure 2a shows in the left panel the raw data
in the form of a series of deflection patterns (integrated along y).
We stress again that no time delay is scanned, and each column
in Figure 2a is a single time-integrated image for a particular
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Figure 2. Free-electron tomography of few-cycle optical waveforms. a) Cycle tomography of an ultrashort waveform after a 1 mm thick Ge window. Color
scale, see Figure 1. b) Reconstructed optical waveform. c) Cycle tomography results for dispersed pulses from a 3mm thick Ge window. d) Reconstructed
waveform. e) Measured spectrum of the single-cycle mid-infrared pulse. f) The group delay dispersion (GDD) of reconstructed waveforms as a function
of material insertion. g) Third order dispersion (TOD) of the reconstructed waveforms. Dotted lines in (f) and (g) are the calculated values from the
refractive index of Ge. The large error bars in the TOD data indicate that the amplitudes of the most prominent field cycles in our waveform are rather
independent of a varying TOD.

𝜑CE. We call such data a tomographic scan, because we record
a series of “time-collapsed” optical waveforms under variation
of 𝜑CE in a very analogous way to X-ray tomography, where one
accumulates a series of “depth-collapsed” projection images
under variation of an illumination angle. In Figure 2a, we see
several curved lines (e.g., dark blue, orange, red, dark red) with
complex near-sinusoidal shapes as a function of 𝜑CE. These
changes of cutoffs and peaks correspond to gradually changing
field strengths of the different optical cycles. Deflection signals at
𝜑CE = ±𝜋 are nearly identical with those at 𝜑CE = 0 when flipped
upside down, as expected from the change of a cosine-shaped
to a minus-cosine-shaped waveform. The extreme cutoffs at
maximum positive and negative deflections (dark blue) go in
parallel, indicating the simultaneous loss and gain of the highest
positive and lowest negative waveform crest as a function of
𝜑CE. Figure 2c shows such a scan for the case of an intentionally
chirped optical waveform. We now see more peaks and fringes,
as expected from the multiple field cycles that are now involved.
Also, the dependency on 𝜑CE becomes more complex than that
without the chirp. In particular, the result becomes sensitive to
time reversal.
For analyzing such tomographic scans, we simply optimize the

three parameters 𝜑CE, 𝜑GDD, and 𝜑TOD with a global fit. The right
panel of Figure 2a shows the simulated tomography signal and
Figure 2b depicts the reconstructed waveform. All the features
are well reproduced. The reconstruction of the chirped pulse data
of Figure 2c is depicted in Figure 2d. Also, here, the tomogra-
phy image is well reproduced, and the reconstructed waveform
now reveals an asymmetric shape in time due to the influences
of third-order dispersion.

3.3. Consistency Checks with Dispersion Control

In another experiment, we record electron beam deflection data
as a function of a varying dispersion of the optical waveform, pro-
duced by introducing four different germanium windows into
the optical beam path. Each time, we record a single waveform
shadow at 𝜑CE = 0 like in Figure 1a and then evaluate the opti-
cal waveform according to Equation (4). The black circles in Fig-
ure 2f,g show the obtained GDD (𝜑GDD) and TOD (𝜑TOD), respec-
tively. When using a complete tomography scan under variation
of 𝜑CE for all four dispersions, followed by four global fits, we
obtain the black open squares. Both analyses provide nearly the
same results. Allmeasured dispersion values scale approximately
linear with the window thickness and the slopes are consistent
with the literature values[59] (dotted lines).
The general similarity of all experimental and simulation data

in Figure 2a,c in combination with the agreement to electro-
optical sampling and recorded dispersion data establish the accu-
racy of free-electron tomography to capture electromagnetic few-
cycle waveforms of almost arbitrary shape. Essentially, we require
neither a nonlinear optical process nor an ultrashort probe event.

4. Multidimensional Space-Time Tomography with
Electron Microscopy

Figure 3a depicts a proof-of-concept experiment for a combina-
tion of the above reported free-electron tomography with trans-
mission electron microscopy. The spatiotemporal optical wave-
form to be determined is guided onto a large mirror membrane
(gray) under an incidence angle of 45° in the xy-plane with help
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Figure 3. Electron microscopy combined with waveform tomography. a) Experimental setup. A collimated electron beam (blue) passes through a slit
(100 × 2000 μm2, orange) and specimen (gray) that is illuminated by a p-polarized few-cycle field (red) at 45° incidence angle in x–z-plane and a small
angle 𝜃yz in the y–z-plane. The optical polarization is in the xz-plane. Quadrupole lenses (not depicted) provide a magnified image along y (5.4 μm per
pixel). Inset, top view of the y–z-plane. M, mirror; L, laser beam. b) Observed images on the screen. Color scale, see Figure 1. c) Analysis of tomography
lines and cutoffs. Top panel, shift of cutoff angles at y1 = 0 μm (squares) and y2 = −100 μm (open dots). Curves show fit results. Middle and lower
panels, tomography signals around these cutoff angles. Color scale, see Figure 1 at one tenth of the range. d) Evaluated waveform amplitudes, group
delays and CEPs as a function of the y-coordinate.

of a parabolic mirror. The laser focus is set to about 3 mm be-
hind the crossing point with the electron beam in order to pro-
duce a nontrivial waveform in space and time. A large-diameter
electron beam is converted into a nearly linear shape with help of
a slit aperture (orange). Consequently, our detector screen mea-
sures time-integrated free-electron streaking along the x-axis that
is spatially resolved as a function of the position along the y-axis.
Postspecimen quadrupolemagnets (not depicted) provide special
resolution along the y-axis while maintaining angular resolution
in the streaking direction along x.
As illustrated in Figure 3b, we observed a series of 2D tomog-

raphy images as a function of 𝜑CE. Again, no ultrashort probe
event is applied, and no delay time is scanned. For each y (hor-
izontal direction), a waveform is reconstructed as demonstrated
above. Figure 3c shows in the two lower panels the measured
tomographic signals as a function of 𝜑CE for two example posi-
tions y1 and y2. We see at least two special lines (dark blue and
turquoise) with sinusoidal dependencies on 𝜑CE, but their min-
ima and maxima are shifted substantially; see the upper panel of
Figure 3c. This observation is direct evidence for a change of the
carrier-envelope phase as a function of position along y.
Each tomography dataset produces values for the overall wave-

form amplitude and the spectral phases of Equations (3) and (4)
as a function of the position y. Because𝜑GD can never be revealed
in our non-time-resolved experiment, we determine it with a scan
of the macroscopic electron-laser delay at a fixed CEP and sub-
sequent search for the maximum deflection angles. This mea-
surement is the only data in this report where a time delay is
scanned. Figure 3d shows the combined results. The upper panel
shows the absolute field amplitude of the waveform. It reveals a
Gaussian function that corresponds to the optical beam profile.
The middle panel shows the group delay of the optical field. We
see a nearly linear increase (dotted line) and a slight curvature at
the beam center. The slope of 0.5 fs μm−1 reveals that the laser
pulses travel on the mirror surface at a surface speed of 2 μm fs−1

or 6.7c, indicating an incidence angle of 𝜃yz = 9◦ in the yz-plane;

see inset of Figure 3a. The curvature of the group delay at the
beam center is attributed to the curved wave front of a converg-
ing beam outside the focus; see inset of Figure 3a. The disper-
sions 𝜑GDD and 𝜑TOD are not substantially changing as a func-
tion of y (see Appendix D, Supporting Information). However,
the lower panel in Figure 3d shows the carrier-envelope phase
𝜑CE as a function of y. We see a change of ≈𝜋 over the beam size
and also a substantial curvature. These observations are incom-
patible with the Gouy phase shifts of a perfect monochromatic
Gaussian beam and demonstrate the presence and significance
of the focal phases[60,61] of realistic few-cycle fields that are, for
example, essential for strong-field experiments.[62] More experi-
mental results on few-cycle waveforms before, at, and after the
nominal focus position are reported in Appendix D, Supporting
Information.

5. Sensitivity

We assess the generality and applicability of our method to weak
and special waveforms. In principle, there are two aspects of res-
olution that are related. On the one hand, the deflection caused
by the optical waveformmust exceed the intrinsic divergence an-
gle of the electron beam. This divergence is limited by the source
brightness and the size of the optical focus. On the other hand, a
minimum accumulated amount of electrons must coincide with
each optical cycle in the time domain tomake it visible in the data.
This coverage is limited by the electron beam current. Together,
we see that the brightness of the electron source is the essential
factor for our waveform tomography.
How many electrons are needed? We estimate from simula-

tions that at least a number of Ne ≈ 100 electrons must fall into
each optical cycle.With an average current I of the electron beam,
a waveform repetition rate 𝜈, and the center frequency 𝜔0 of
the optical cycles, the needed experimental integration time Ttot
becomes Ttot ≈

Ne𝜔0e

2𝜋I𝜈
. For example, a continuous electron beam
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in a transmission electron microscope has a typical current of
I ≈ 10 nA. Assuming a laser repetition rate of 𝜈 = 100 kHz and a
center frequency of 𝜔0 = 273 THz at 6.9 μmwavelength, the total
integration time becomes Ttot ≈ 0.7 s per deflection histogram,
eventually to be multiplied by the needed numbers of parame-
ters for a complete tomography, if desired. We see that the abil-
ity of our cycle tomography to measure optical waveforms is not
restricted to pulsed electron sources and can work with a contin-
uous electron beam as well.
Assuming enough electrons, we now ask, how long optical

pulses can still be measured appropriately? In too long pulses,
adjacent cycles will produce an indistinguishable deflection and
the histogram will smear out beyond the point of cycle-based
information. Mirror membranes can produce a deflection an-
gle of approximately up to[45] 𝛼deflect ≈

e
me

𝜆L

2𝜋c
1
ve
E0, where E0 is the

electric field amplitude and 𝜆L is the central wavelength of the
optical field. In order to distinguish a certain field cycle from
an adjacent one, this deflection should be different enough. As-
suming a Fourier-transform-limited pulse of a duration 𝜏FWHM,
the deflection angle by the second-strongest peak is 𝛼deflect,2nd =
𝛼deflectexp(−2 ln(2)(

𝜆L

c𝜏FWHM
)
2
). The two cycles can be distinguished

if the two deflection signals 𝛼deflect and 𝛼deflect,2nd are well sepa-
rated with respect to 𝛼beam, the intrinsic divergence of the elec-
tron beam, that is, 𝛼deflect − 𝛼deflect,2nd > 𝛼beam.We see that only the
quality of the electron beam limits the achievable dynamic range
of pulses to be determined. For the conditions of the experiment
(𝛼beam ≈ 0.1 mrad, E0 = 0.4 V nm−1, 𝜆L = 6.9 μm), we obtain
𝜏FWHM < 130 fs (≈5.6 cycles). For a near-infrared femtosecond
source with 𝜆L = 780 nm and E0 = 3 V nm−1 (≈1012 W cm−2),[63]

we obtain 𝜏FWHM < 14 fs (≈5.4 cycles). The limiting factor is solely
the emittance of the electron beam, which can bemade 100–1000
times better than in our experiment,[64] if required.
Assuming a single-cycle waveform, how weak fields can still

be detected? The angle 𝛼deflect must be larger than the intrinsic
angle spread 𝛼beam. Using an electron beam with an emittance
𝜀 focused down to a diameter of ∼ 𝜆L, we obtain 𝛼beam = 𝜀∕𝜆L.
Setting 𝛼deflect = 𝛼beam and assuming an electron beam[64] with
𝜀 ≈ 2 pm rad−1 at ve ≈ 0.5c, we obtain E ≈ 105 V m−1. Such val-
ues are not too far away from the typical electric field strength
of thermal radiation (see Appendix E, Supporting Information)
or vacuum fluctuations[65] and correspond to optical pulses with
merely femtojoule of pulse energy, the same or less than in recent
results with the on-chip waveform sampling.[36] In principle, the
emittance of an electron beam for tomography purposes can be
almost arbitrarily improved with apertures or other filters at cost
of electron flux, so further advancements can be conceived. For
example, it should be possible to assess electric-field fluctuations
or squeezing by observing correlations in the deflection data on
basis of detecting single-electron events.
In many high-field experiments with short laser pulses, it is

essential to know the amount of pulse energy that is within the
main peak in comparison to a background-like intensity around
it. Our waveform tomography could be well suited to measure
this ratio simply by relating the total amount of deflected elec-
trons above a certain angle (defined by the definition of pulse
width) with respect to all other electrons that are deflected less.
In the experiment, we have resolved the intrinsic time ambiguity
of a single deflection histogram by rotating the CEP by 2𝜋, but

any other controllable laser parameter that breaks the temporal
symmetry of the optical cycles will be useful as well. The theoret-
ical framework of Section 2 and appendices A and B allow to pre-
dict the achievable level of sensitivity for a given question and set
of laser parameters in a rather straightforward way. If the exper-
iment is repeated on a single-shot/single-electron basis, we will
also become sensitive to fluctuations and classical or nonclassical
statistics of the optical field with subcycle time resolution.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

The concept and experimental results reported in this work estab-
lish the ability to measure optical waveforms without the need
for either a nonlinear-optical phenomenon or an ultrafast time
resolution. The origin of this capability is the elementary charge
of the electron and its large velocity in a free-space beam. High-
energy beam electrons can be focused down to sub-nanometer
dimensions and a transmission electronmicroscope without par-
ticular time resolution is therefore useful for measuring electro-
magnetic waveforms of almost any optical wavelength in space
and time. The reported unification of few-cycle laser science with
free-space electron beams and non-time-resolved electron mi-
croscopy may therefore open up novel research directions in the
fields of nanophotonics, metamaterials, nonlinear optics, high-
field physics, free-electron quantum optics, dielectric particle ac-
celeration, and many more.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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